CaseManager - Dynamic Case Management and Reporting Software
The continuous evolution of employment and training policy has resulted in dramatic increases in service providers'
client data management requirements. As programs continue to evolve, agencies must collect and report more data
than ever before. These changes can be even more complex for large or growing agencies, which often implement
multiple programs or operate from multiple locations. CaseManager addresses these concerns by combining highly configurable data tracking and reporting with the ability to quickly adapt to changing data management requirements.

Multiple Programs. CaseManager
features customized data
collection and reporting modules for
numerous national programs,
including Workforce Investment
Act, Work First, Welfare to Work,
and Youth Opportunity. These
modules can be combined to allow
management of multiple programs
from one interface.
Multiple Locations. CaseManager
supports data tracking and
reporting from multiple agency
locations, whether across the city
or across the nation. All database
functions are carried out in realtime, which allows one location to
instantly access data entered in
another.

Customized. CaseManager features over 200 preconfigured reports, with customized reports
available to satisfy any agency
requirement.
Sort, Filter, Configure. Report
data can be sorted and filtered
based on a variety of criteria, and
report columns can be added,
deleted, resized, and rearranged.
Direct Data Entry. Customer records can be edited directly from
the reporting system, and reports
can be immediately refreshed to
reflect any changes made.
Key Features:
• Secure access via the Internet
• Instant access to detailed and summary reports
• Customized access levels based on agency job title
• Electronic referrals to service providers and partner
agencies

•
•
•

User-friendly data entry wizards and color-coded fields
Extensive consulting, instructional, and support
services
Elimination of data entry duplication through multiple
program support
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